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Grade 3 
Bismihi Ta`ala 

Jamiatul Ulama (KZN) — Ta’limi Board 

Half Yearly Examinations  - 2014 

Tasheelul Fiqh 

 

50 Instructions : 

1. Begin with Bismillah. 
2. Read the questions carefully before answering - Think before you ink. 
3. Please write your name and the name of your Madrasah NEATLY. 

Time: 1½ hour 

Name:       Name of Madrasah:               

Question One 
Underline the correct answer - (TRUE or FALSE) 

1. Wudhu is necessary to read Salaah.                               (TRUE or FALSE) 
2. Tawaaf can be made without Wudhu.                            (TRUE or FALSE) 
3. Wudhu will break if you spit Blood.                                (TRUE or FALSE) 
4. Wudhu will not break if you laugh aloud in Salaah.     (TRUE or FALSE) 
5. To make niyyah is fardh in Wudhu.                                 (TRUE or FALSE) 
6. To make Masah of the whole head is Sunnah.              (TRUE or FALSE) 
7. To faint will not break Wudhu.                                         (TRUE or FALSE) 
8. Wudhu is necessary to make Sajdah tilaawah.             (TRUE or FALSE) 
9. We can waste water when we make Ghusl.                  (TRUE or FALSE) 
10. Wudhu makes sins fall off our bodies.                            (TRUE or FALSE) 

[10] 

Question Two 
Fill in the blanks using the words given in the blocks 

body bone hair nostrils gargle 

The Faraaidh of Ghusl: 
1. To        the mouth 
2. To put water in the      up to the      
3. To pour water over the entire      from head to 

toe without leaving a single         dry. 
 

[10]  
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Question Three 
Tick the block. 

Put a () for the correct answer and a () for the wrong answer 
The sunnah acts of Wudhu 

1.To make niyyah– intention  

2.To wash the feet including the ankles once  

3.To use a miswaak  

4.To make masah of Quarter of the head  

5.To make Khilaal of the fingers and toes  

6. To wash the hands including the elbows once  

7. To make masah of the ears  

8. To read Bismillah  

9. To wash the full face once  

10. To wash each part thrice  

[10]  

Question Four 
Match the blocks by drawing a line between them. 

Fardh  Optional act 
     

Haraam  Disliked act 

     

Nafl  An act which Nabi  liked and did 
     

Makrooh  Forbidden act 

     

Sunnah  Compulsory act  

[10] 

Question Five  
Underline the correct answer 

1.Ghusl is only complete if every part of the body is (dry , wet). 
2. A (clean, dirty ) body is loved by Allah. 
3. The key to Jannah is (wudhu, Salaah). 
4. The key to (wudhu, Salaah) is purity. 
5.There are (three , four) faraaidh of Wudhu.                                                           [10] 


